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Meet Horse and Unicorn. Unicorn makes rainbows, eats pink cupcakes,
and makes everything cheery! Other animals love him. Horse, well…
Horse does not. In fact, he envies Unicorn more than a little bit. When
evil men kidnap Unicorn, Horse is the only one who can save him. He
runs as fast as he can and with his help, Unicorn again walks free. Now,
Horse and Unicorn are best friends who love to do things together.
Even though they’re different, Horse has realized that you don’t have
to be someone to get along with them, it’s enough to just be yourself.
With adorable pictures and a humorous story, Unicorn (and Horse) is
sure to make readers laugh as they follow these two fun characters.
The mixed media illustrations are colorful and fun and add as much
to the story as the words do. The plotline is simple as this is more of
a character book; however, it creates an entertaining story that readers, young and old, will enjoy. Published by Familius, this book is part
of an effort to foster nine habits of happy family life. This particular
book focuses on getting families to read and laugh together, and it will
certainly accomplish that. This book also portrays positive messages
about friendship and being yourself. Hilarious and beautifully done,
this book is one readers are going to want to share with the whole
family!
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